
STUDIO & GEAR RENTAL RATE CARD

Studio rental
White cyclo (includes a fresh coat)
Cyclo "as-is"

The studio rental includes a corner cyclo (infinity wall - 28’x18’, 13’ high) 
full access to kitchenette, waiting area, unmetered electricity & unlimited
high-speed internet (symmetrical fiber 1GB up/down). 

Please note the studio is NOT a sound stage.
Different paint colors can be used on the cyclo for an extra fee.  
Contact us for more details. 

With the option "as-is", the studio will be rented without a fresh coat of paint, 
however which color the cyclo is at the time. Please note, for the full dis-
counted rate, the rental must take place during the week, within the studio 
business hours (8:30am to 6:30pm). 

I/O can provide crew members (Grip/Electro/HMU/etc) upon request. 
Please note that a Studio tech is mandatory if a la carte equipment is used. 

A closed edit bay is also available upon request.

IO Studio
3800 St-Patrick #213

Montreal, QC H4E 1A4
www.iostudio.ca

hello@iostudio.ca

$750/day (12h between 6am & 11pm)
$450/day (10h weekdays during business hours)



Cameras*

Monitors

Sound/misc

Lenses accessories

Lenses
Rokinon prime lenses 
(nikon F-Mount) 25% off when 4+

25% off when 4+

$320 for kit of 5

Photo lenses

Sigma ff high-speed prime (PL)

Probe lens

daily

daily

w/studio rental

w/studio rental

Sony A7rII $130 $110
Sony rx100v $75 $50
Sony A7sIII $275 $175
Blackmagic Pocket 4k kit $150 $100
Blackmagic Ursa Mini Pro 4.6K G2 $300 $200

ASUS ProArt PA279Q - 27'' 2K $40 $25
Atomos Ninja 5" 4Kp60 $50 $25
Godox GM55 5.5" 4K HDMI $25 $15
SmallHD AC7 Monitor $25 $15
Lilliput $15 $10

Lavalier Sennheiser AVX $50 $30
Zoom H6 Recorder $25 $15
RX underwater case $25 $15

Tiffen ND kit 77mm $15 $10
Follow Focus $15 $10
Passive Adapter $5 free/included
RX ND Filters (25% off when 4+) $12 $8
Metabones PL-E Adapter $12 $8
Metabones PL-E Speedbooster $30 $20 
M/43 Speedbooster $15 $10
Fotodiox PL-MFT Adapter $5 free/included
Tilta Nucleus-M Remote 
follow focus kit

$125 $100

20mm (T2) $20 $15
24mm (T1.5) $20 $15
35mm (T1.5) $20 $15
50mm (T1.5) $20 $15
85mm (T1.5) $20 $15
100mm (T3.1) $20 $15
135mm (T2) $20 $15

Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 $20 $15
Sigma 24-70mm f/2.8 $30 $20
Sony Zeiss 16-35mm f/4 $30 $20
Sony 55mm f/1.8 $20 $15
Laowa 12mm f/2.8 $20 $15
Panasonic Lumix 7-14mm f/4.0 $20 $15

20mm $80 $60
24mm $80 $60
35mm $80 $60
50mm $80 $60
85mm $80 $60

Laowa 24mm f/14 (PL) $80 $60

*All cameras come with batteries & media.

daily

daily

daily
w/studio rental

w/studio rental

w/studio rental



Lights / light shaping Gripdaily w/studio rental
42'' 5in1 reflector $8 $5
4'x6' 5in1 reflector $12 $8
4'x6' chromakey $12 $8
Aputure 300D LED $50 $30
200W LED fresnel $30 $15
Spekular Core LED kit $35 $25
RGB LED tube 120cm $30 $15
RGB LED tube 40cm $20 $10
Foldable 12"x12" LED light Panel $10 $5
RGB LED light panel 150W (2'x1') $70 $50
Pocket sized LED fill light $5 free/upon request

Octogonal softbox (45" Bowens mount) $20 $10
8'x8'/6'x6' Butterfly frame with diff. $40 $25
Flag / diff kit $25 free/upon request

Movi Pro Kit $400 $350
Sirui BCH-20 Video Head $35 $25
Tripod iFootage T7 $20 $12
Slider Cinevate Horizen 48'' $40 $25
Shark Slider iFootage
Motorized/motion control for 
timelapses

$75 $55

Danna Dolly kit with pipes $100 $50
Shape Shoulder Rig $25 $15
C-Stand $15 $10
Kupo Stand $12 $10
Light stand $10 $5
Milk crate w/ grip accessories $25 free/upon request

Sand bag $2 free/upon request

Nesting apple box set (1/4, 1/2, full) $5 free/upon request

w/studio rentaldaily


